
Alfi bar stool, 2015

Designer:Jasper Morrison

Manufacturer:Emeco

£709

DESCRIPTION

Alfi bar stool by Jasper Morrison for Emeco.

The Alf i  bar stool bears the hallmarks of Jasper Morrison's Japanese-inspired 'super normal' philosophy. Made from

reclaimed polypropylene and wood fiber with solid ash legs, the Alf i  stool has a minimalist profi le and a t imeless

aesthetic. 

The Alf i  Collection reflects Emeco and Morrison’s common appreciation for the invisible qualit ies behind simplicity.

Made of reclaimed and responsibly selected materials, engineered for comfort and strength, and designed to be

humble and timeless.

Alf i  seats are made of 100% reclaimed post-industrial waste – 92.5% polypropylene combined with 7.5% wood fiber.

Bases are made of locally sourced wood and handcrafted by Amish craftsmen.

“Alf i  is a highly comfortable, well-made chair for cafés, bistros, restaurants, kitchens, schools, l ibraries, wait ing

rooms and wherever else an impression of relaxed uniformity combined with visual and physical comfort is needed.

It was inspired by the woven cane brasserie chairs you see out everywhere on Parisian sidewalks which have

rounded backs and flat seats. The Emeco wood fi l led reclaimed polypropylene seat combines beautiful ly with the
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ash wooden leg structures, providing a rich play of materials and finishes. It 's one of the most comfortable chairs I

have designed.” 

Jasper Morrison

DIMENSIONS

Low back: 43w x 48.5d x 76/91.5cmh

High back: 43w x 50d x 76/110cmh

MATERIALS

Available with a choice of low or high seat back. Polypropylene and wood fiber seat in a choice of f ive colours: Red,

Sand, Green, Dark brown, and Dark grey.

Solid ash legs available in the f inishes Natural l ight or Dark stained. Complete with aluminium plated footrest. 
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